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Market 
Potential 
The government has launched emergency 
housing plans and reconstruction projects 

Initiatives like Deficit Cero aim to collaborate with 
construction companies for innovative, 
sustainable, and fast construction solutions.

Diamond Hemp intends to establish partnerships 
with construction companies initially.

The secondary target audience is sustainably 
oriented Chilean individuals who are interested in 
self-constructing houses.
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The need 
for change
In short: The construction 
industry is highly unsustainable, 
and we must make a change if 
we want to meet the climate 
goals set.
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Industrial 
Hemp 
a promising crop

Hempcrete offers a perfect solution for making a change in the construction 
industry; it is energy efficient and cost saving and is an excellent candidate for 
a circular-economy approach.

In this business case it is particularly sustainable as the hemp shives (which 
account for 65–70% of the hemp plant’s total output) used for the hempcrete 
production can be considered a waste product.

Industrial hemp is a fast growing-crop, highly suitable for crop rotation 
programs, and has been proven to absorb more CO2 per hector than any forest 
or commercial crop and is therefore the ideal carbon sink.
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Hempcrete is 
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Value 
Network
Beneficial for everyone



Social 
Impact
Introducing hempcrete to the 
market has positive social 
consequences, improving 
environmental sustainability 
in Chile. 

Hempcrete boosts the economy;                         
Its introduction stimulates the economy, 
creating job opportunities, carbon 
credits and promoting fair trade 
principles. 

Hempcrete is an environmentally 
sustainable material; it captures CO2 
and promotes clean indoor air, 
benefiting health and well-being. 

Hempcrete opens doors to decent 
housing; It addresses housing 
inequalities and allows for cost-
efficient self-construction and higher-
quality homes. 





Economic 
Impact
With an initial investment between 1.689.242.994 CLP 
and 4,370,024,172 CLP, an automated production line with a 
production capacity of 500,000 blocks/year can be set up in the first 
year.

The simplified costs are 1.868.668 CLP per unit (incl. material and 
labour costs, 19% VAT, 9% sales commission, and a margin of 30% for 
additional costs).

One unit corresponds to 596 hempcrete blocks needed to build a 
house with a floor area of 60 m².

Diamond hemp has the potential to aid in building approx. 11,741 60m² 
houses within the next five years, representing around 4.5% of the 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development's target of constructing 
260,000 homes - indicating its enormous upscaling and 
massification potential.

With a 15% profit margin, each block is priced at 4,000 CLP, resulting 
in a payback period of 2.5 to 4 years.



Highly 
competitive 
towards 
traditional 
wall 
structures.





“At our company, we believe that sustainability should not 

come at a high cost. That's why we offer a revolutionary 

building solution that is both affordable and eco-friendly -

namely Hempcrete. With our fast-to-construct, sustainable 

material, we are empowering sustainable-minded 

builders in Chile to make a positive impact on the 

environment without compromising on quality or budget. 

By choosing Hempcrete, builders can build structures that are 

not only cost-effective and energy-efficient but also provide 

superior insulation and are prone to natural disasters, creating 

a comfortable and healthy living environment. Join us in the 

sustainable building movement and make Hempcrete 

your first choice for your next construction project.”








